1999 saturn sl2 starter location

Robin answered 10 years ago. I'm looking for that myself.. My mechanic is stumped by the
problems that my car is having with not starting and from another blog, I can see iti is a typical
problem with this car. It's not the starter, battery, alternator, wires to battery, neutral safety
switch and the list goes on and on of things it is not.. Any ideas? Sterling answered 9 years ago.
Kayyla24 answered 5 years ago. Guru2WC4C answered about a year ago. I have looked under
the dash, the leg area, the trunk, and the engine I cannot find it. CarGurus has 1 nationwide
S-Series listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. Where is the starter relay switch located. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Saturn S-Series question. Search
Saturn S-Series Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Chevrolet Cavalier 8 listings. Robin answered 10 years ago. I'm
looking for that myself.. My mechanic is stumped by the problems that my car is having with not
starting and from another blog, I can see iti is a typical problem with this car. It's not the starter,
battery, alternator, wires to battery, neutral safety switch and the list goes on and on of things it
is not.. Any ideas? Sterling answered 9 years ago. Kayyla24 answered 5 years ago. Guru2WC4C
answered about a year ago. I have looked under the dash, the leg area, the trunk, and the engine
I cannot find it. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Where is the starter relay switch located.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Saturn S-Series question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. Search Saturn S-Series Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Where is the starter ralay located on my
car. Want to replace my starter relay thank you Do you. The relay is at the base of the steering
column taped to the wire harness I really doubt that relay is bad. Like I said before they hardly
ever go bad I have worked on these cars over 18yrs so I would know. Its most likely the starter if
you have a test light do this before you waste your money on a relay. With the key in the start
position see if you have power to all the yellow wires going to the relay if you do its not a bad
relay. If you dont then before you replace it let me know what you find because the security
system on the car disables the starter on your car. Also please post your findings on this
question dont start new question to post a reply or I wont get a email telling me that you posted
a reply to this question. Also do you have a manual transmission or automatic? Was this
answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Easy step by step guide on how to replace a
starter and solenoid, though appearances may vary, the process is the similar for most
vehicles. Single Mom Need To My Neighbor At The Extended Asked by dnjmartinezjr yahoo.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
July My Saturn SL quit starting in the morning. The starter cranks over fine but it will not start, I
can hear the fuel pump whirring away too.. If I roll out of my driveway and pop the clutch, it
catches and starts right up and will continue to work and start fine all day. Just after it sits
overnight it will not start. The best part is that it does not do it every night just intermittent. It
does not seem to care if it is hot or cold rained or didn't at night. August I get i click at the
starter solinoid then the dash lights dim or go out completely. Headlights, blower fan, radio etc I
can't get a voltage reading from the battery cable bolts at the battery terminals. After
disconnecting the neg. Also i get multiple clicking noises from behind the glove box area. When
i disconnect the positive cable from the battery, then reconnect both I hear the power door
locks reset and then all electrical stuff works. Sometimes it will start and sometimes it won't. I'm
on my 3rd napa starter now. I just put in a new ignition switch and the battery load tested good.
Good hydrometer readings and voltage readings from the battery too. I thought the alarm
module might be bad as it has an ignition cut off built in to it so I pulled bothe fuses out of it but
it still does the same thing. Cables are in good shape. Not corroded etc Good tight connections.
I let it sit for a couple hours and started right up. Today was a differnt story!!!!!! Sounds like the
starter is going bad Take it out and take it to auto zone, they'll check it for you for free. I
purchased it from the original owner about 3 weeks ago. When I got it, it ran very well. In the last
two days, I have noticed it jerks very lightly on occasion. Today, while driving, it turned off. It
jerked a few times as I was driving. It felt like it was running out of gas. I assumed the gauge

was not accurate. After letting it sit for about 25 minutes as I waited for the wife to bring me
some gas, I poured the gas in and it started right up. As I drove to the gas station, it jerked a few
times. I filled up the tank and when I tried starting it, it did not immediately start. I had to crank it
a few times. After it started, it was fine except for the occasional jerk. About 1. I let it sit for
about 25 minutes and it started again. I am trying to get home I got as far a 5 miles and it turned
off again. I waited another 20 minutes and it started and got me about miles this time. Still 8
miles from home and nothing but farmland between me and home, I called the wife to help. I let
it sit for about 25 minutes and it would not start and we ended up pushing it about 2 miles with
out other vehicle and I tried it again. It started and got me 3 miles and cut off again. I though it
was the fuel pump. I didn't listen for it until at the very end. I did however hear it running. Upon
arriving home, I was going to order a fuel pump and after thinking it over, I am not sure if it's
bad. I decided to wait and check it again in the morning. Does anyone know, if it's not the fuel
pump, what else can it be? Tanks in advance. September Just happened to see your post. I had
the same problem with mine and it turned out to be what is called a BTSI switch. Pronounced
bitsy. It is a brake, transmission interruptor switch. It is a common failure on Saturns. Hope this
helps you or anyone else. Being that I own a SL with manual trans, it wouldn't apply to me. I do
have another question if anyone can answer it I tried reading the codes on the car by jumping
the A-B terminals and reading the check engine light flashed. I have a 97 Saturn SL, thats
having start problems. It will start fine first thing in the morning and runs fine once started but if
I go somewhere and then have it sit in a parking lot or driveway for about fifteen or twenty
minutes, it wont start, and I have to wait about half an hour before it will start up again. If I drive
it to a gas station or a store and am only gone for five minutes, it will start right back up. Any
suggestions on what could be wrong with it? It never happens when the mechanic has it, which
makes it a mystery to him,. I think my starting problem is a thing of the past. Prior to day, I could
not drive the car more them a few milesefore it cut off. I'd wait a half hour and it would run again
for another few miles and then cut off again.. After changing the coils and computer earlier in
the week, no change. I would allow it to run oin the driveway and it would cut off after about 15
minutes. I ordered a CPS yesterday morning and picked it up today. With no jack or stands to
lift the car to get underneath her, I Installed the CPS though the top without removing the
starter. Took about 15 minutes. After installing the CPS, I backed her out of the garage into the
driveway. Took her for an hour long spin and never had a problem. Glad to be back on two
wheels again. November Manual transmission. No remote keyless entry. Car has started slowly
cranks for a few seconds before turning over for several months Then, yesterday, nada. Lights
and everything work but we tried jumping, just for fun, with, not surprisingly, no luck. Checked
the battery connections, and they seem fine. Fuses all seem fine both under the hood and near
the glove box. We were able to push start the car. When the key is turned to "ON," all of the
display lights come on. They do not go off when it is turned to "Start. If you immediately try to
start again, this noise does not happen. Thoughts on why? I looked around the web trying to
find a way to tell if it was the starter or ignition switch, and the lack of significant dimming of the
lights seems to point to ignition switch, but there is some dimming. I tried to look for an easy
well to tell if the ignition switch was working, but did not find one could certainly be that I am
looking in the wrong place. Turned out it was the starter. I decided to take the starter in and
have it tested it was tough to remove for a realative novice with no good vehicle tools, but it was
doable They tested it, and it passed. Then the person told me that the test does not test the
solenoid. But I heppened to be speaking with the parts manager, and he agreed to let me bring it
back if a new starter didn't solve the problem. So, I figured worth a shot. And it worked! Been
having problems with our 95 SL1 Saturn it was starting after several tries. Spoke with auto zone
suggestion was changing the starter. The batt will stay charged I know it's not that, when it was
starting before it would make a metallic spinning noise then after a few tries would start.
Sometimes it would start on the first try. So now I purchased a new starter today and installed
and all it did was spin and spin and then finally wouldn't spin at all. Now when I try to start it
nothing happens at all. Please if anyone can help please respond. What do you mean when you
said that the starter "spun and spun"? Was the engine turning or just the starter? If the starter
wasn't engaging, then its a starter issue. Also, check your flywheel Not knowing your answer
yet, it still sounds like a starter issue to me. Maybe you got a bad one? December It turns over
but just doesnt ever start up. All the dashboard lights turn on and the headlights are on as well.
The wierd part is that the dome lights and the radio do not work? Have power to all lights but
cannot turn over even when jumped. Pushed in drive to check for seized motor and it rolled a
few feet no problem. Any ideas? Would love to hear what others have to say. My Mother has a
'99 Saturn SC-1 coupe and has recently experienced the same problem - the car just dies on her
as she's driving down the highway. It does it about once a week, with no rhyme or reason.
January I read you message. I have the same problem. I put a new starter in this morning. I start

the car let it run for 5 seconds turn it off and the start kept running. It stopped after 30 minutes
and now it will not start. I turn the key and nothing happens. My old starter I took out this
morning and tested it at auto zone. The solenolds were bad and the gear would not enage nor
would it turn. February I have a SL. It has been a good commuter car. Back in october iI had
problems starting the car. All lights would be on in the car, but when I cranked it, nothing. I
know when starters start to die, they make a sad little noise. I replaced the battery and it solved
the problem for a bit. This was after a short trip. I pop started the car and was fine Yes, its a
stick-real women drive sticks. I had to go to a party so after pop starting it i went to my party.
Upon parking, turned it off and tried to start it again, nothing. So about five hours later, after the
party i went to my car and it started. I left the car to sit on Sunday and used my other car. On
Monday it started just well, same for Tuesday. Now this morning, I went to the bank, it started,
then went to get gas, and it died. So i had some nice guys help me pop start it. Now, all my
lights turn on, when I have had alternator problems in the past, I had no interior lights and even
the radio wouldn't turn on. When I turn the ignition to start, there is no noise. I am in San Diego,
and its been hot lately :shades: , so cold weather is not an issue. GuitarGuy Posts: 5. I recently
purchased and inherited yea My specific issue is that the engine will not turn over even tho the
battery is charged, lights and radio work, etc.. You wait an indeterminant amount of time and
eventually it decides it's ready to run again! Very frustrating on my 17yo duaghters car! What I
have found thus far in this forum are a few suggestions which, sadly since it's an intermittant
problem, I can't confirm as any real cause or solution. I swapped mine out and thus far, no new
problems again I'd rest a whole lot better if I were confident that when my daughter started her
car, it wasn't a crap shoot to see if it would start or not! Thanks all. I have a similar problem. My
saturn starts good in the morning and when i drive for ten fifteen mins ,shut it off then it's hard
to start, like it is flooding. Would appreciate some help. March I would like an answer to my
problem with my 95 saturn. It starts good then after a short drive and shut it off, it will not start
right away ,it floods and hard to start. Would appreciate any ideas Thank You. At this time, it
appears that my issue was a "flat spot" on the starter. I pulled the starter out at the suggestion
of a local car parts store whom I trust and the thing almost blew up on them sparks were flying!
Having replaced the starter a week ago, it's not malfunctioned since. FYI - the swap out of the
fuel pump relay and the HVAC relay didn't do the trick for me and I found out that if your car is
simply not turning over at all like mine , the crankshaft position sensor CPS is not the problem.
I'll repost if this fails to be the final resolve of this issue. Sometimes sticking with the basics
makes sense April Whenever i try to turn on my car it makes the chugging sound and it doesnt
turn on. It still wont turn over sometimes. I recently got a new starter around 4 months ago. May
My car sometimes wants to start and other times wont start. But after about 2 hours or so will
start. It checked out ok at the mechanic. Could it be the ignition? My car has , Its a very good
commuter car, but this issue is getting to be a problem. I can't run fast errands to the store. I
have to leave the car running to fuel it up otherwise it won't start. I can get it push started, but
its kinda embarrassing asking guys to help me push start the car. I get power inside, just when I
turn the key, no go. The starter won't even start. I've tried pumping the clutch in case my clutch
sensor is going bad. No start. Its like when you start it without engaging the clutch, no noise
nothing. The no starting is random. But if i drive home, turn the car off and then try to start it, no
start. But it will start a few hours later. I really don't want to get rid of this car. June My car is
now having this problem. Then less than a week later car won't start and it has the same
symptoms. What ever happened with your situation? Thanks, Tom. I'm having the same
problems you had. We've replaced everything for a lot of money and no solution. What ended
up being your issue? Thanks, tom. Hello, I tested my starter to make sure it wasnt the starter,
checked all my fuses. Finally then I changed my ignition. The key wears out the ignition and
creates a short. Did you ever notice that your key would get hot. So when it did get hot, it
wouldn't start? That is what happened to me. I hope this helps! I took our 94 saturn in for it's
smog check this morning and as soon as he was finished running it on the dyno it overheated
and blew water out of the coolant bottle cap. The car was running at the time and he backed it
out of the shop right away and then shut if off. We finished the paper work and when we went to
start the car there was nothing. The idiot lights come on but not the stater wounldn't turn not
even a click. The guy at the repair shop says we needed to let it cool down and it should start.
My wife said this happened a couple of times before and it started after it cools down. Her
daughters have Saturn and it has happened to them also. Well it has been 5 hours since this
happened and still nothing from the starter. Not sure if it's actually the starter or something
else. Hope this works for you. I have exactly the fault on our Saturn SL1 my manual gave me
some good tips to help find the problem. There are four basic parts the 30 Amp fuse under the
bonnet, the key, the switch behind the key on the columb, the soleniod and starter. Run a wire
15 amp capacity from the "S" terminal on the soleniod up to the battery terminals do not

connect. Run the car till fault appears ie starter does not turn. Put a meter from the wire to the
ground battery terminal black. If you do not have a meter connect 12V bulb Turn the ignition
switch to start if the meter reads or the bulb lights power is getting to the soleniod. If this is
happening on my car it did not then use the wire with the ignition switch turned on , holding it
with pliers hold it on to battery positive terminal make one good contact or it will spark quite
well. If the starter motor does not turn have it checked, if engine starts, you have reduced the
fault to, ignition key, ignition switch or fuse. Use meter with power off to check on resistance
reading in thoes area's. Mine the engine started and now I am chasing the fault in thoes
curcuits, when I find it I will let you know. I changed the starter finally got a new one-still had
original one model and changed the ignition switch. So far, so good. My car has not abandoned
me. What happens is that there is a problem with the solenoid in the ignition switch that get
worn with time and use. I have got to ignition switch wire harness I can take off harness but how
do I get switch out do I take whole assy or just back part of switch I have a no start electrical
situation key is working lights come on but no start October Did you ever resolve the shut off
while driving problem for your 95 SL Saturn? Did you ever resolve the shut off while driving
problem you had with your 99 Saturn. Hi all. I am at my wits ends with a problem with my saturn.
The stereo has no power, no interior lights, no real power for extras. It use to start just fine in
the morning. After shutting it off it would not restart without waiting 5 - 10 min or if I gave it a
shot of starting fluid it would start. Then the idle was running high, especially when in drive and
started having stalling problems. So I purchased the sensor and connector from the dealership.
Installed and soldered the connections, cleaned the egr valve which was dirty. I also, cleaned
the throttle body while the car was running with valvoline carb and throttle body cleaner. Car
started and ran well. Filled the tank with 93 gas and a bottle of Chevron fuel system cleaner. Car
ran great for 2 days. Then we had a cold night 28 is cold for florida I went to start the car in the
morning and it barely turned over, did get it started with jumper cables. Put in a new battery,
couldn't get it started. I checked for spark - none. Again, reading the forums I picked up a
Crankshaft Position Sensor and installed it. Cleaned the battery cable connections at the block
and fender, also the positive connection at the fuse panel on the fender. Change the oil and
filter to 5w30, I was running 20w I removed the spark plugs and connected the plug wires to
them and rested the tips on the exhaust manifold. Getting spark on all cylinders. Looking down
in the cylinders with a flash light I could see all the piston tops are wet and all the spark plug
tips are wet. There is a popping sound coming through the intake tube every 3 -4sec while
cranking. Someone recommended I switch the new autolite plugs for ngk plugs. I did and no
change. There is less visible spark with the ngk compared to the autolite plugs. When cranking
the engine the starter seems to bind for a second then continue. We removed all the plugs again
they were wet and cranked the engine, trying to dry out the cylinders. Removed the hose that
runs from the air cleaner to the throttle body. It shot a flame back out at me. Thank You.
Daughter is a single mother, no money and just moved home to get back on her feet. Blew the
engine on her old Neon and was beyond fixing. We found this '99 SL1, K miles, one owner car
that was really clean and within our limited price range. Drove it around in a snowstorm,
seemed like a really nice car, bought it, drove it home and the right front wheel bearing howled
beyond belief. The first time she went to go somewhere, it wouldn't crank at all. It has a
Loctronics ignition immobilizer that I hate but ruled out because it will start with a jump. I came
home, it started right up. Worked fine for about 2 weeks and then left her stranded at the
doctors office with her 2-year old. Wouldn't crank. Popped the clutch, started right up. Wouldn't
crank the next day. Took out battery, had it tested and failed. Bought new battery, good for
about 2 or 3 weeks, then won't crank. Had starter, battery and alternator tested in car, tests
good. Good for a few days. This time, wouldn't jump. Parked it until I can look at it tomorrow but
would try to start it every once in a while and this afternoon, it cranked right over and started 6
times in a row. She has no confidence at all in taking the car anywhere and we are all extremely
frustrated. There are some good ideas posted here about about ignition switches, starter flat
spots, etc. I am in New England, working outside and can't even see the starter from the top.
Any suggestions about the most logical place to start troubleshooting, especially now that it is
starting like a normal car? Now the latest. I found that with the key held to start, slamming the
clutch pedal against the floorboards seem to jar the solenoid into action. This worked for about
a week. Then it died on her again. Out of frustration, we took it to a garage near my work.
Worked for about a week, now it started with the old tricks again. Except, now, sometimes you
have to wiggle the steering column or pull back on the bright switch to get the engine and panel
gage lights on. And in a seemingly unrelated matter, it appears that the drivers side wiper shaft
doesn't work and turn with little or no resistance loose or broken linkage and the domelight fuse
blew. A new fuse seems to be okay. The sad part is that I really want to like this car but it is
making it very difficult. Any ideas - multifunction switch, ignition switch? February edited

February You didnt indicate what year Saturn you have. I have a Saturn SL manual tranny with ,
miles on it. This is just what I did with my car as an example. It may be time to replace the
ignition solenoid. I had problems starting my saturn and replaced the solenoid and just because
put in a new starter, my car now starts! You might also want to check your crankcase position
sensor, those go bad with use. Once you get these things fixed you will enjoy a wonderful car
with great gas mileage and cheap on insurance. I have ultimate solution but you would not like
it. Try adding fuel injector cleaner and then cleaning EGR t
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hen throttle body of carbon -new pvc valve. I had the same problem a few months ago. I have
SL1. My crankshaft sensor went bad. It might be worth to check on that. Good luck. Mech told
me to try to put 2 cans in even if on red on guage tried it and heard pow noise and started
working put both in-fixed obstruction. Did you ever have any luck with this? I have what sounds
like the same problem. Replaced the battery, everything cranks but it's like the fuel pump is
shut off. Tried the passlock reset 10 minute procedure - no luck. Btw, how do you know if
Passlock is engaged - does the engine even crank? Trying to discount that. It's odd that the car
drove fine but now won't start. Don't want to tow it Any suggestions for fuse pulls, etc. Turn key
to on position wait-should hear click if fuel pump comes on then try start with no gas on if starts
then stalls hit gas pedal once then try again my car does this in hot weather :lemon: bring to
Firestone otherwise. Sign In or Register to comment.

